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Abstract

This paper analyzes a web crawler for the Web 2.0 network, which presents new challenges. A comprehensive overview on various programs and strategies is presented, which includes the design and realization of Ajax reptiles. Experimental verification indicates that an Ajax Crawler can effectively obtain Ajax dynamic pages. The proposed Ajax Crawler is then compared with common Ajax reptiles in terms of their download speeds.
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1. Introduction

Web 2.0 is a general designation for a new class of Internet applications relative to Web 1.0. User access to information through the browser is a main feature of Web 1.0. Web 2.0 is more focused on user interaction, and both website content viewers and the manufacturers of the site content are considered users. Internet users are no longer solely readers; they are authors who “surf” the Web, but can become “wave makers.” Thus, the user participation develops from the simple ability to “read” to “write” until it evolves into the ability to “build.” Thus, users shift from being a passive receiver of information on the Internet to a proactive contributor of information, thereby making the system more user-oriented.

With the rising popularity of Web 2.0 in web development, more websites use Ajax technologies. The application of this technology has improved the user experience, generated several new concepts, and enhanced the design of the Web user interface. Simultaneously, technology can dynamically change the content and the traditional structure of the web page. The web crawler uses static web pages to produce less content during page rendering. However, this dynamic content tremendously challenges the web crawler design. Thus, these web crawlers cannot access the full text of the presented web page.

This paper supports the development of an Ajax web crawler that supports Ajax and can execute custom tasks. Thus, the acquisition of web information becomes highly efficient. Section 2 describes the state-of-the-art for Ajax pages and previous crawl studies that were performed both locally and abroad. Section 3 introduces the design and concrete realization of reptiles that support Ajax. Section 4 verifies the feasibility of applying Ajax reptiles through several experiments.

This paper designed a web crawler, which can successfully crawl Ajax dynamic web pages, and compared with ordinary Ajax reptiles in the download speed and the number of downloaded pages.
2. Related Work

To date, mainstream search engines like Google and Yahoo do not index dynamic pages. Thus, users cannot use search engines to find dynamic page content.

Search engines that support Ajax are still in the research stages. Luo [1] designed a search engine that crawls the Ajax page; this program contains JavaScript code files to obtain pages based on protocol, to directly design and implement script interpreters, to simulate the behavior of the browser while executing the script codes, and to implement control over the conversion of a page state. Xiao [2] used the same approach in a later study. Zeng and Li [3] built a program with a hierarchical model based on the slicing algorithm to solve the orderly execution problem of JavaScript. Frey [4] and Matter [5] improved the existing version of Rhino [6], an open source JavaScript interpreter to implement script execution and state transition. However, completely reproducing the script interpreter is time consuming. Although the Rhino project has been maintained for several years, numerous script codes are not working properly. Therefore, other studies have attempted to take advantage of the embedded browser component to implement the rendering and script execution of Ajax pages, thereby achieving the intended automatically converted state. Wang [7] and Jin [8] reportes studies similar to those of Frey [4] and Matter [4], where web crawler technology was evaluated based on script language analysis using the open-source JavaScript engine SpiderMonkey and Rhino to parse JavaScript dynamic pages, to extract then execute JavaScript codes, and to obtain URL address that contain these pages, thereby completing the crawling task.

Frey and Matter extended the Cobra tool set [9], as well as implemented dynamic loading and parsing of HTML codes, until they accessed the DOM structure tree formed by the internal state to obtain the data content of the state. Similar with the state transitions, their study makes the full use of existing technology and the mainstream acquisition mode of state content by using the embedded browser as the Ajax running container, interacting with the external interface provided by the browser and the page DOM tree, and obtaining the full data content [10–13].

A relatively simple method of conversion control is to use the event filter mechanism because each event is triggered one by one after filtering. To improve the efficiency, Duda [14] and Xia [12] proposed rules to support user-defined rules and to introduce the receiver and the refusing rules. Thus, the state transitions can only occur using a finite set that meets the conditions. Mesbah [15] used three different ways to control the state transitions, namely, fully automatic scanning, HTML element annotation, and field-oriented manual configuration. Matter [16] reported a heuristic crawling strategy to avoid the same pages from different paths.

3. Ajax Crawler reptile design solution and achievements

More websites use Ajax technology because of the popularity of Web 2.0. The Rhino engine is used in this study to support Ajax.

3.1. JavaScript engine Rhino

Rhino is a JS scripting engine using pure Java language. Rhino is used in a Java program to provide end users with scripted capabilities [17]. Rhino contains a JavaScript code parser, compiler, and code debugging modules.

*Script compiler module.* The input of the compiler is the JavaScript code, whereas its output is a JavaScript data object. The JavaScript structure contains the byte code, comments,
a string pool, and the data, as well as an identifier. JavaScript likewise contains objects and functions, among others. Functions are a period of nested JavaScript codes [18]. Compilers consists of three components, namely, the lexical scanner of random logic used to create the AST recursive descent parser of tree-walking, the code generator which is a compilation process completed by function Main, and the processSource () that compiles the input character strings or JavaScript codes into the stream file. During the compilation process, all of the variables, symbols, and commands are parsed by the lexical parser, identified using specific internal symbols, and placed into the corresponding data stack. Finally, the data will be returned with a tree structure, which is easier for the Rhino engine to compile. In the case of less semicolon or assignment expression, semantic and lexical feedback mechanisms eliminate ambiguity. The compiler does not have error correction. Therefore, when an error is encountered, the compiler halts immediately [19]. The compiler adds the source notes information into the compiled script structure so they can be used when users call the function toSource () to decompile.

*The script interpreter module.* Similar to other JavaScript engines, Rhino's interpreter is a single-threaded huge cycle function, which can explain an instruction in bytecode [20]. This huge function uses a switch statement to execute different bytecodes, before it jumps into a different execution segment of the codes. If a piece of JavaScript code calls another section of the same code, the engine will usually only use the JavaScript stack space and the interpreter is executed sequentially [21]. However, if the JavaScript code calls the java code, the java code then calls the JavaScript code, thereby causing reentrant problems with the interpreter. Fortunately, this function is reentrant. Various states needed for the interpreter will pass the parameters when the interpreter function enters. A vast majority of the states are stored in the data structure of context [22]. Therefore, the first parameter of all public API interfaces for Rhino, as well as most of the function interfaces, is a context pointer.

### 3.2. Ajax reptile architecture design

The reptile system is divided into two parts. The first part is the pre-processing stage, which is responsible for cleaning the URL information to remove unnecessary crawled URLs similar to the function of the filter. The second part is the actual crawling function of the web page. To take full advantage of the available resources because downloading is time consuming, we used a multi-threaded crawl.

The crawling stage obtains web pages, resolves the internal links of these web pages, and executes pretreatment. Not all the internal links of a web page need to crawl. The internal links of web pages may contain previously grabbed and duplicated URLs, which prohibits crawling in the robot protocol. The clean URLs are URL warehouses, where the URLs that need to crawl are stored.

Web deduplication Management connects with Link filter, which includes Web deduplication, HTTP Protocol control, URL Document format control and Robots control. Among them, Robots control is managed by Robots Document management. They are sequentially executed. And then, it enters the next process through Clean URLs. The next process contains DNS Parsing, Get Request, Original page, Page processing and Link crawl. The five steps constitute the Multi-threaded crawl. DNS Parsing is managed by DNS Cache. Ajax Page obtained by Original Page enters Ajax Engine, which exports Static Page to the Page processing.

The reptile architecture diagram is shown in Figure 1.
3.3. Ajax Engine design

The Ajax Engine provides support for Ajax in the web pages. The engine can parse the js code in a web page, and obtain the dynamic content. The diagram showing the Ajax Engine architecture is shown in Figure 2.
From the figure, the Ajax engine has three components. An Ajax page is analyzed in the following order.

1. The crawler obtains the page needed to be crawled by HTTP request. This page contains the Ajax code, in which no real content exist.
2. The DOM Builder analyzes the page, builds the DOM tree, and extracts the JS code, which consequently triggers corresponding events.
3. Ajax codes are placed into the JavaScript engine according to the JS objects to be executed. During execution, HTML objects are mapped to modify the HTML object.
4. The regrouping of the implementation results generates new page content that returns to the crawler.

4. Results of Experimental Data

4.1. Throughput experiments

Throughput experiments test the number of Ajax Crawlers and the relationship between the number of start threads and download speed of each Ajax Crawler. If the start of the Ajax Crawler or the number of threads of each Ajax Crawler is too few, the system cannot take full advantage of the resources of the computer. Otherwise, the efficiency is reduced because of the bandwidth and data competition. The test machine is a common PC, whose hardware configuration and software configuration are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Server Configuration for Ajax Crawler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ajax Crawler test task was the TianYa blog. Each Ajax Crawler and the number of threads in the said crawler were changed. The measured data is shown in Table 2. (unit: number of pages/10 min).

| Table 2. Test Results of Ajax Crawler |
|-------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Ajax Crawler | Number of threads | | | | |
| | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 |
| 1 | 467 | 879 | 1346 | 1301 |
| 2 | 953 | 1029 | 1634 | 1529 |
| 3 | 1369 | 1473 | 1679 | 1723 |
| 4 | 1321 | 1493 | 1709 | 1634 |
The data is plotted as a line chart, as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Blog Crawler Test Results](image)

From Table 2 and Figure 3, when we select three tasks and three threads within each task in the current computing environment and network environment. The operation efficiency of the proposed system is superior, which can download 1679 pages on the average every 10 minutes.

### 4.2. Ajax Crawler comparison experiments with ordinary reptiles

In this experiment, the NetEase reviews become the test object to analyze the efficiency of the Ajax Crawler. Given that unit quantitative indicators are no longer reported as the number of pages/10 minutes, Kb/second is selected because ordinary crawler cannot crawl dynamic content. The test results are listed in Table 3, which have been plotted as line charts (Figure 4).

#### Table 3. Comparison of Ajax Crawler and Web Crawler

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of tasks</th>
<th>Ajax Crawler</th>
<th>Web Crawler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>8.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>11.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regardless of the concurrent execution of several tasks, the Ajax Crawler is slower than the corresponding ordinary Web Crawler in terms of their download speed (Table 3 and Figure 4). Aside from the experimental and environmental causal factors, the Ajax Crawler could parse to Ajax script and update the operation of the DOM tree. When closing off the support of a dynamic page, the speed of Ajax Crawler has little difference with the ordinary web crawler. The two lines are nearly parallel in Figure 4 to show that the speed ratio of two kinds of reptiles are almost equal. The accelerated increasing trend of the Ajax Crawler starts slowly, which implies that the Ajax Crawler needs more computing resources.
By contrast with the download pages, the difference between the two crawlers is more than ten times, whereas their download speed is relatively slow, which further illustrates that the dynamic pages contain rich content.

5. Conclusion

This article designed a web crawler, which can successfully crawl Ajax dynamic web pages. Compared with ordinary Ajax reptiles, the download speed of Ajax Crawler is slower because the Ajax script parsing and the DOM tree updating are relatively time-consuming. However, the number of downloaded pages by the Ajax crawler will be more than ten times that of ordinary reptiles, and the content obtained by crawling is richer than that obtained by ordinary Ajax reptiles.
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